Given a graph, a relation on its nodes, and a query language Q of interest, we study the Q-definability problem which amounts to deciding whether there exists a query in Q defining precisely the given relation over the given graph. Previous research has identified the complexity of FO-and CQ-definability. In this paper, we consider the definability problem for regular paths and conjunctive regular path queries (CRPQs) over labelled graphs.
INTRODUCTION
Banchilhon [2] and Paredaens [27] , showed that a relation S whose active domain is contained in the active domain of a database D, is definable over D in the relational algebra (or, equivalently in first-order logic (FO)) if and only if every automorphism of D is also an automorphism of S. This seminal result is often referred to by the name of BP-completeness as Codd termed a query language complete when it has the same expressiveness as the relation algebra (or, equivalently, first-order logic). The latter language-independent characterization of relational completeness, provides a means to decide whether a given relation S is definable over a given database D: simply guess an automorphism on D that does not hold in S. For a query language Q of interest, we define Q-definability as the problem to decide whether for a database D and a relation S over its active domain, there exists a query in Q defining precisely S over D. By the argument given above, FO-definability is in conp. Moreover, Fletcher at al. show that the extension of the definability problem which requires to find an FO-formula consistent with a given set of pairs {(D1, S1), . . . , (Dn, Sn)} is co-graph-isomorphism hard [16] . Definability as defined above has been studied for the conjunctive queries (CQs) as well and has been shown to be conexptime-complete by Willard [31] . 1 Motivated by the recent renewed interest in path query languages for graphs (e.g., [25, 5, 24, 4, 3, 15] ), we study the complexity of the definability problem for graph query languages.More precisely, we study regular paths [26, 25] and conjunctive regular path queries [9, 17, 14] .
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the necessary definitions and formally define the definability problem. In Section 3, we consider binary queries defining regular paths in graphs. We argue that in the general case, regular path definability reduces to definability by a finite language and show that the corresponding decision problem is pspace-complete (even when restricting to deterministic graphs). Then, we turn to simple path semantics and classes which do not contain all finite languages. In particular, we consider single-occurrence regular [7, 6, 10] and abbreviated regular expressions [26] . We show that all corresponding decision problems become np-complete. In Section 4, we consider the more expressive conjunctive regular path queries (CRPQs). We obtain that definability for chain and linear CRPQs is pspace-complete, for acyclic CRPQs is pspace-hard and in exptime, and definability is in expspace for general CRPQs. Finally, we show that definability for unions of CRPQs is conp-complete. In Section 5, we discuss the relationship between CQ-definability and CRPQ-definability. We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
DEFINITIONS
We introduce the necessary definitions concerning regular expressions, automata, graphs, and queries, and we define the problem central to this paper.
In the following, Σ always denotes a finite alphabet. A word over Σ is a sequence a1 · · · an of Σ-symbols. The concatenation of two words w1 = a1 · · · an and w2 = b1 · · · bm, denoted w1 · w2, is defined as the word a1 · · · an · b1 · · · bn. As usual, the empty word is denoted by ε. A language over Σ is a set of words. By Σ * , we denote the language of all finite words over Σ.
A regular expression is defined by the following grammar:
The language L(r) defined by r is defined inductively as follows:
L(r1 · r2) = {w1 · w2 | w1 ∈ L(r1), w2 ∈ L(r2)}, L(r * ) = {w1 · · · wn | n ∈ N, wi ∈ L(r) for i ≤ n}.
We also use the abbreviations r? and r + to denote the expressions r + ε and rr * . Sometimes, we abuse notation and write w to denote the word w as well as the regular expression for which L(w) = {w}. The length of a regular expression is the size of its word representation including operators and parenthesis.
A nondeterministic finite word automaton (NFA) A is a tuple (Q, Σ, δ, I, F ), where Q is a finite set of states, I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states and δ : Q × Σ → 2 Q is the transition function. A run of A on a word w = a1 · · · an is a sequence of states q0q1 · · · qn such that qi ∈ δ(qi−1, ai) for each i ∈ [1, n] and q0 ∈ I. A run on w is accepting if qn ∈ F , and a word w is accepted by A, if there exists an accepting run of A on w. The size |A| of A is its total number of states and transitions. By L(A) we denote the set of words accepted by A. A deterministic finite word automaton (DFA) A is an NFA (Q, Σ, δ, I, F ) where I is a singleton, and δ(q, σ) is a singleton or the empty set for all q ∈ Q and all σ ∈ Σ.
As usual, a word language L is regular if there is an NFA A with L(A) = L. We denote by REG(Σ) the set of regular languages over Σ. Sometimes we leave Σ implicit and just write REG.
The inclusion problem for NFAs is to decide whether L(A) ⊆ L(B) for two given NFAs A and B. Given DFAs A1,. . . , An, the emptiness of intersection problem for DFAs is to decide whether n i=1 L(Ai) = ∅. Similarly, the universality of union problem for DFAs is to decide whether
We make use of the following results. Note that (3) follows directly from (2).
Theorem 2.1.
1. The inclusion problem for NFAs is pspace-complete. [28] 2. The emptiness of intersection problem for DFAs is pspace-complete. [23] 3. The universality of union problem for DFAs is pspacecomplete.
We consider finite labelled directed graphs G = (VG, EG), where VG is the set of nodes and EG ⊆ VG × Σ × VG is the set of labelled edges. We also write u σ − →G v to denote (u, σ, v) ∈ EG. We abuse notation and also write v ε − →G u. The latter only holds when u = v. For w ∈ Σ * , we denote by u w − →G v the existence of a path from u to v labelled with w. That is, there is a sequence of nodes v1, . . . , vn ∈ VG such that v1 = u, vn = v, for all i < n, vi σ i − →G vi+1, and w = σ1 . . . σn−1. By G ⊎ G ′ , we denote the disjoint union of the graphs G and G ′ . Let G = (VG, EG) and H = (VH , EH ) be two graphs. A homomorphism from G to H is a mapping h :
An endomorphism is an homomorphism from a graph onto itself.
Given a graph G, two nodes u and v, and a regular expression r, the evaluation problem is the problem to decide whether there is a w ∈ L(r), such that u w − →G v. The following theorem seems to belong to folklore and is for instance mentioned in [26] : Theorem 2.2. The evaluation problem for regular expressions over graphs is in ptime in the size of the graph and the regular expression.
In the following, we leave n as an implicit natural number. An n-ary query q is a function mapping graphs to n-ary relations over their nodes. We only consider queries which are closed under isomorphism.
For a class of n-ary queries Q, a graph G = (VG, EG), and a set S ⊆ V n G , we say that (G, S) is Q-definable if there exists a query q ∈ Q such that q(G) = S. We are now ready to define the problem central to this paper. Definition 2.3. Let Q be a class of n-ary queries and G be a class of graphs. Then DEF(Q, G) is the problem to decide whether (G, S) is Q-definable for a graph G ∈ G and S ⊆ V n G . When G is the class of all graphs, then we denote DEF(Q, G) simply by DEF(Q).
We observe the following lemma which says that lower bounds (resp. upper bounds) carry over when the class of graphs under consideration grows (resp. shrinks):
Lemma 2.4. Let C be a complexity class and let G and G ′ be two classes of graphs such that G ⊆ G ′ . Then for any class of queries Q, C-hardness of DEF(Q, G) implies C-hardness
Note that the above lemma does not extend to classes of queries.
PATHS
In this section, we consider binary queries defining paths in graphs. Any language R ⊆ Σ * can define a binary query as follows. For a graph G, define qR(G) as the set {(u, v) | ∃w ∈ R, u w − →G v}. Any class of languages L therefore corresponds to a class of binary queries. We abuse notation and use L to refer to the class of languages as well as to the corresponding class of binary queries.
Let F be the class of all finite languages. We argue next that L-definability reduces to F -definability for any class of languages L containing all finite languages. Intuitively, the proposition holds because definability is a property defined over a single finite graph.
Proposition 3.1. Let L be a class of languages containing F . Then for every graph G and set
Proof. The if direction is immediate. For the converse direction, assume there is an R ∈ L with qR(G) = S. For every (u, v) ∈ S choose a wu,v ∈ R with u wu,v − −− →G v. Then, define F as the set {wu,v | (u, v) ∈ S}. Clearly, qF (G) = S. As F is finite, (G, S) is F -definable.
F -definability
Denote by LG(u, v) the set of paths from u to v. That is, define LG(u, v) = {w | u w − →G v}. The next lemma shows that (G, S) is F -definable if for every pair (u, v) ∈ S there is at least one word in LG(u, v) which selects no pair outside S.
LG(x, y),
Proof. For the if direction, suppose that for all pairs (u, v) ∈ S, there is a word
LG(x, y)).
Then, let R = {w (u,v) | (u, v) ∈ S}. Now, it follows that qR(G) = S, and (G, S) is F -definable. For the only if direction, suppose that (G, S) is F -definable. Then there is a finite language R in F such that qR(G) = S. Therefore, for each pair (u, v) ∈ S, there is at least one word w ∈ R, such that w ∈ LG(u, v) but w / ∈ LG(x, y) for any pair (x, y) / ∈ S.
As every LG(u, v) can be represented by an NFA, the previous lemma shows that F -definability reduces to containment testing of NFAs which is known to be in pspace. In the following Theorem, we obtain pspace-hardness already when graphs are required to be 'deterministic' (as, for instance, considered in [8] ). A graph G is deterministic when for every node there is at most one outgoing edge for every label. That is, u Proof. We decompose the proof in two steps. First we show that DEF(F) is in pspace; then, we show that the problem DEF(F, D) is pspace-hard. The result then follows from Lemma 2.4.
(1) We witness membership in pspace by a reduction to the inclusion problem for NFAs.
Given a graph G = (V, E) and S ⊆ V × V , we construct for each pair (u, v) ∈ V × V , the automata Au,v = (V, Σ, δE, {u}, {v}) where
As (x,y) ∈S L(Ax,y) can be represented by an NFA of size linear in the sum of the size of the Ax,y's, the result follows by Theorem 2.1.
(2) For hardness in the case of a deterministic graph, we reduce from the universality of union problem for DFAs, which is hard for pspace by Theorem 2.1. Let s, f be two new symbols not in Σ. Given n DFAs D1, . . . , Dn, we construct G as the disjoint union of G1, . . . , Gn, and G * . Here, for each i, Gi is the graph obtained from Di by adding a new edge, labelled with s, from some new node ui to the initial state, and by adding a new edge, labelled with f , from each of the final states to some new node vi. We refer to ui and vi as the initial and final node in Gi. Then, LG i (ui, vi) = {swf | w ∈ L(Di)}. Furthermore, let G * be the graph 'defining' all words of the form swf for w ∈ Σ * . That is, define G * = (V, E), where 
Single-occurrence regular expressions
The pspace-hardness result obtained in Theorem 3.3 already holds for every subclass of the regular languages containing F . In an effort to lower the complexity, we now consider a class of regular expressions not containing F . Single-occurrence regular expressions (SOREs) are regular expressions where every Σ-symbol can occur at most once. For instance, a((b + c)
is a SORE, while a(a + b) * is not. SOREs have been considered in several papers (e.g., [7, 6, 10] ). Denote by SORE(·) the fragment of SOREs that only use concatenation. Each expression in this fragment defines a single word. Proof. (1) Let us first show that DEF(SORE) is npcomplete. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [6] , it is shown that every SORE over Σ is equivalent to one of size at most 10|Σ|. Therefore, to show membership in np, one simply guesses a SORE r of size at most 10|Σ| and verifies that q L(r) = S. By Theorem 2.2, the latter verification is in ptime.
We next show np-hardness through a reduction from 3-SAT. Let X be a set of variables and let ϕ be an instance of 3-SAT with variables in X. That is, ϕ = (α11 ∨ α12 ∨ α13) ∧ · · · ∧ (αn1 ∨ αn2 ∨ αn3), where αij is a literal of the form x or ¬x for some variable x ∈ X.
We construct a graph G and a relation S ⊆ VG × VG such that there is a SORE r with q L(r) (G) = S if and only if ϕ is satisfiable. Define Σ = {aij | 0 < i ≤ n ∧ 0 < j ≤ 3} ⊎ {s, f }. Then, G is defined as the disjoint union of Gϕ and Gx for every x ∈ X. Here, Gϕ represents all possible satisfying truth assignments for the formula ϕ, while each Gx ensures consistency. In particular, Gx ensures that in such a truth assignment the variable x can not be assigned both the value true and false.
The graph Gϕ is illustrated in Figure 1 . Intuitively, every path from s to f assigns the value true to one literal ai1, ai2, or ai3 by traversing the corresponding edge, for every i ≤ n. Note that every such path starts and ends with the symbol s and f , respectively. Figure 2 illustrates Gx. Here, an edge labelled with a set denotes multiple edges where each edge is labelled with a distinct element of the set. Figure 2 uses the sets Px and Nx which contain the positive and negative occurrences of variable x in ϕ. That is, define Px = {aij | αij = x} and Nx = {aij | αij = ¬x}. Intuitively, when a path from s to f in Gϕ contains a symbol a ∈ Px and another a ′ ∈ Nx, then that path is conflicting and defines an inconsistent valuation. The purpose of Gx is to define these conflicting paths. The upper half of the graph defines paths where an occurrence of Nx precedes an occurrence of Px, while the lower half of the graph defines paths where an occurrence of Px precedes an occurrence of Nx. The set S = {(s, f )} now contains a single pair. Assume (G, S) is SORE-definable. Then, there is a SORE r with q L(r) (G) = S. In particular, there is a word w ∈ L(r) such that s w − →G f and sx w − →G fx for every x ∈ X. This means that w encodes a satisfying truth assignment for ϕ. Conversely, assume ϕ is satisfiable. For every clause i, pick one literal αij i which is assigned true. Then, let
(2) The NP-algorithm for DEF(SORE(·)) is the same as the one in (1). For the lower bound it suffices to remark that for the graph G and the relation S constructed in (1)
Simple path semantics
Simple path semantics enjoys renewed attention due to its inclusion at the core of the semantics of SPARQL, see for example [25] . Recall that a path is called simple when it contains no repetition of nodes. We consider definability in the context of simple paths and show that the complexity drops from pspace to np. This is in contrast to the evaluation problem which is harder for the simple path semantics than for the standard semantics. Indeed, for a regular expression r, using Theorem 2.2, computing qr(G) can be done in time polynomial in the size of G and r. However, Mendelzon and Wood [26] showed that the evaluation problem for regular expressions over graphs under the simple path semantics becomes intractable (np-complete to be precise).
For a language L, we define q simple L (G) as the set of pairs (u, v) for which there is a sequence of nodes u = v1, . . . , vn = v in VG and a sequence of labels σ1, . . . , σn such that vi = vj for i = j and vi σ i − →G vi+1 for all i < n. By L simple we denote L under the simple path semantics. In analogy to Proposition 3.1, DEF(L simple ) is equivalent to DEF(F simple ) for every class of languages L containing F .
Proof. We start by membership in np. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n nodes and let S ⊆ V × V . Then, as every simple path can contain at most n nodes, every pair (u, v) ∈ S is witnessed by a word of length at most n. Therefore, non-deterministically guess for every such pair a word wu,v of at most length n, and test whether qR(
For the np-hardness part of the argument, we reduce validity of 3DNF to the complement of DEF(F simple ), where 3DNF denotes the boolean propositional formulas in disjunctive normal form where each disjunct contains precisely three literals. The validity problem for 3DNF is np-complete. Therefore, let ϕ be a formula over the variables X = {x1, . . . , x k } which is of the form n i=1 αi where each αi = αi1 ∧ αi2 ∧ αi3 is a conjunction of literals. Let Σ = {0, 1, s, f }. When interpreting s as the initial node and f as the final node, the graph GX , illustrated for X = {x1, x2, . . . x6} in Figure 3 , defines all words of the form sσ1 · · · σ k f where each σi ∈ {0, 1} assigns a truth value to variable xi. Then, similarly, Gα i , illustrated for X = {x1, x2, . . . x6} and αi = ¬x2 ∧ x4 ∧ x5 in Figure 4 , defines all words of the form swf where w encodes a truth assignment which makes αi true. Now, define G as the disjoint union of Gα 1 ,. . . , Gα n , and GX , and set S = {(s, f )}. Then ϕ is valid iff (G, S) is not F -definable. Indeed, when ϕ is valid, for every word w for which s w − →G f there is a disjunct αi for which si w − →G fi. Conversely, when ϕ is not valid there is a truth assignment which makes ϕ false. Let w be the word encoding of that truth assignment. Then, q {w} (G) = S.
The class of restricted regular expressions was introduced by Mendelzon and Wood [26] in connection with the evaluation problem of regular path queries under the simple path semantics. In particular, they showed that the evaluation problem for restricted regular expressions under the simple path semantics is in ptime. A regular expression is restricted if it is equivalent to the regular expression obtained from it by replacing all symbols a by a?. For example, 0 * 10 * is not restricted but 0 * 10 * + 0 * is restricted as it is equivalent to (0?)
Restricted regular expressions define the abbreviated regular languages. These are the regular languages which are closed under the subword operation. A word v is a subword of w, when v is obtained from w by deleting some of its, not necessarily consecutive, letters. Now, a regular language L is abbreviated if for any word in L all its subwords also belong to L. We denote the class of abbreviated regular languages by A and we show (proof omitted) that the definability problem remains np-complete even though the evaluation problem under the simple path semantics becomes tractable.
Theorem 3.7. DEF(A) is np-complete.
CONJUNCTIVE REGULAR PATH QUERIES
In this section, we consider more expressive query languages. In particular, we investigate the definability problem for various classes of conjunctive regular path queries (CRPQs) [9, 17, 14] such as chain (CCRPQs), linear (LCRPQs) and acyclic CRPQs (ACRPQs) or the class formed by queries that are unions of CRPQs (UCRPQs). Interestingly, we show that while the problem is pspace-hard for LCRPQs, it drops to np for the most expressive class, the UCRPQs.
Let x = (x1, . . . xn) and y = (y1, . . . ym) be tuples of variables. Let X = {x1, . . . xn} and Y = {y1, . . . ym}. A Conjunctive Regular Path Query (CRPQs) is a formula ϕ(x) of the form:
where each ri is a regular expression and {z1, . . .
We abuse notation and denote the class of CRPQs by CRPQ as well and similarly for the subclasses we consider below.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph, we say that a tuple of nodes (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V n satisfies the query ϕ(x) if there is a mapping h from X ∪ Y to V with h(xi) = vi and such that (h(zi), h(z
We call such a mapping a valid assignment. We define the evaluation qϕ(G) of ϕ(x) on G as the set of tuples (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V n that satisfy ϕ.
We restrict attention to unary and binary queries.
Chain CRPQs
We start by defining CRPQs of a restricted form: chain and linear CRPQs. We say that a CRPQ is a chain CRPQ (CCRPQ) if it is of the form
The unary variant then is of the form
We say that a CRPQ is linear (LCRPQ) if it is of the form
where each ψi is a unary CCRPQ. So, an LCRPQ is a CCRPQ with tentacles. Note that as regular expressions can be ε, LCRPQ is a superset of CCRPQ. As every CCRPQ ϕ(x, y) of the form
is equivalent to the path query (in the sense of the previous section) defined by the regular language expressed by the regular expression r1 · · · rn, it readily follows from Corollary 3.4, that DEF(CCRPQ) is pspace-complete. Nevertheless, to prepare for the more elaborate construction in Theorem 4.3, we provide a more direct proof which shows that CCRPQs and LCRPQs defining a given relation can be constructed in pspace by guessing the associated regular expressions.
We recall some basic operations on binary relations. Let R1 and R2 be two binary relations. The composition of R1 and R2, denoted by R1 • R2, is defined as {(x, y) | ∃zR1(x, z) and R2(z, y)}. We denote by R1 ⋉R2 = {(x, y) ∈ R1 | ∃zR2(y, z)} the semi-join of R1 and R2. Finally, by π1(R1) we denote {x | ∃y(x, y) ∈ R1}.
By Q unary , we denote Q restricted to unary queries only.
Lemma 4.1.
2. DEF(CCRPQ) is in pspace.
DEF(LCRPQ) is in pspace.
Proof.
(1) Let G = (VG, EG) be a graph and S ⊆ VG. Note that (G, S) is unary CCRPQ-definable iff there is a formula ϕ(x) = ∃y r(x, y) ∧ ϕy(y), where ϕy(y) is a unary CCRPQ, with qϕ(G) = S.
2 The latter requirement reduces to the existence of a relation Rx,y ⊆ VG × VG and a set Sy ⊆ VG such that
• (G, Sy) is unary CCRPQ-definable; and,
On input (G, S), the following algorithm checks for the existence of such Rx,y and Sy:
1. Guess a REG-definable binary relation Rx,y ⊆ VG × VG and a set of nodes Sy ⊆ VG such that S = π1(Rx,y • Sy × Sy).
2. If Sy = VG accept. Otherwise, set S := Sy and go to step (1).
The algorithm is in pspace. Indeed, the size of the guessed relations is at most quadratic in the input and testing for REG-definability is in pspace by Corollary 3.4.
It remains to argue that the algorithm accepts iff (G, S) is CCRPQ-definable. Assume (G, S) is CCRPQ-distinguishable. Then, there is a formula ϕ(x) = ∃x (r1(x, x1) ∧ r2(x1, x2) ∧ . . . ∧ rn(xn−1, xn)) with qϕ(G) = S. The algorithm accepts by guessing at each stage i < n the relation q L(r i ) (G) and the set qϕ i (G) where
At stage n, the algorithm guesses the relation q L(rn) (G) and the set VG. Conversely, assume the algorithm accepts after n iterations and let (Ri) i≤n be the REG-definable relations definable by the regular expressions (ri) i≤n . Then, qϕ(G) = S for ϕ(x) = ∃x (r1(x, x1) ∧ r2(x1, x2) ∧ . . . ∧ rn(xn−1, xn)).
(2) Let G = (VG, EG) be a graph and S ⊆ VG × VG. Note that (G, S) is binary CCRPQ-definable iff there is a formula ϕ(x, y) = ∃z (r(x, z)∧ϕz,y(z, y)), where ϕz,y(z, y) is a binary CCRPQ, with qϕ(G) = S. The latter requirement reduces to the existence of a relation Rx,z ⊆ VG × VG and a relation Rz,y ⊆ VG × VG such that
• (G, Rz,y) is binary CCRPQ-definable; and,
The following algorithm checks for the existence of such relations Rx,z and Rz,y:
1. Guess a REG-definable binary relation Rx,z ⊆ VG × VG and a binary relation Rz,y ⊆ VG × VG such that S = Rx,z • Rz,y.
If
Rz,y = VG × VG accept. Otherwise, set S := Rz,y and go to step (1).
Correctness and membership in pspace of the above algorithm is similar to the corresponding argument for unary CCRPQs and is therefore omitted.
(3) Let G = (VG, EG) be a graph and S ⊆ VG × VG. Note that (G, S) is LCRPQ-definable iff there is a formula ϕ(x, y) = ∃z r(x, z) ∧ ϕz(z) ∧ ϕz,y(z, y), where ϕz(z) is a unary CCRPQ and ϕz,y(z, y) is a binary CCRPQ, with qϕ(G) = S. The latter requirement reduces to the existence of a relation Rx,z ⊆ VG × VG, a set Sz ⊆ VG, and a relation Rz,y ⊆ VG × VG such that
• (G, Sz) is unary CCRPQ-definable;
Consider the following algorithm:
1. Guess a REG-definable relation Rx,z, a unary CRPQdefinable set Sz, and a relation Rz,y such that S = Rx,z • (Sz × Sz) • Rz,y.
The following Theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 4.10. 
Acyclic CRPQs
We first recall the definition of acyclic CRPQs as, for instance, introduced in [5] . A query ϕ(x) = ∃ y (r1(z1, z 1. DEF(ACRP Q unary ) is in exptime.
2. DEF(ACRP Q) is in exptime.
Proof. The proof follows closely that of Lemma 4.1. Whereas in the latter proof the recursion is linear, the structure of ACPRQs requires to use non-linear recursion. To this end, we employ alternation exploiting that exptime equals alternating pspace.
(1) Let G = (VG, EG) be a graph and S ⊆ VG. Note that (G, S) is unary ACRPQ-definable iff there is a formula
, where ϕi(y) is a unary ACRPQ with qϕ(G) = S.
The latter reduces to the existence of relations Rx,y i ⊆ VG × VG and sets Sy i ⊆ VG such that
• each (G, Sy i ) is unary tree definable; and,
Consider the following alternating pspace algorithm:
2. Guess a REG-definable binary relation Rx,y and a set of nodes Sy. (2) Let G be a graph and S ⊆ VG × VG. Note that (G, S) is binary ACRPQ-definable iff there is a formula
where ϕi(x) is a unary ACRPQ and ψi(ui, y) is a binary ACRPQ, with qϕ(G) = S.
The latter reduces to the existence of a set Sx ⊆ VG and relations Rx,u i , Ru i ,y ⊆ VG × VG such that
• (G, Sx) is unary ACRPQ-definable;
• each (G, Rx,u i ) is REG-definable;
• each (G, Ru i ,y ) is binary ACRPQ-definable; and,
The alternating pspace algorithm is now similar to (1).
Hardness
We show that DEF(ACRPQ) is pspace-hard. It will follow from the proof that DEF(LCRPQ) is pspace-hard, as well. We reduce from the emptiness of intersection problem for DFAs as defined in Section 2. The input consists of a sequence of DFAs A1, . . . , An. We construct a graph G and a set S such that (G, S) is ACRPQ-definable iff n i=1 L(Ai) is non-empty. We start by summarizing the main steps of the proof. For each DFA Ai, we construct a graph Gi with a designated start node si and a designated end node fi such that a word w is accepted by Ai if and only if there is a path in Gi labelled with w (or more precisely by an encoding γ(w) of w) from si to fi. We then define the graph G as the disjoint union of the Gi and a constraint graph Gc (to be discussed next) and define the set S to contain all (si, fi) but no elements from the constraint set Sc. The constraint graph Gc together with the constraint set Sc ensures that if there is an ACRPQ ϕ(x, y) with Sc ∩qϕ(G) = ∅, then ϕ(x, y) is equivalent to a linear ACRPQ whose regular expressions consist of a single alphabet symbol. Therefore, ϕ(x, y) defines a single word and as every (si, fi) ∈ qϕ(G), that word is accepted by every Ai. The main difficulty of the proof lies in the construction of Gc and Sc.
Let us first note that queries are monotone with regards to the subgraph relation. Specifically, we write G1 ⊆ G2 for two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) when V1 ⊆ V2 and E1 ⊆ E2.
Lemma 4.4. Let G1, G2 be two graphs with G1 ⊆ G2. Then qϕ(G1) ⊆ qϕ(G2), for any CRPQ ϕ.
We use the above monotonicity property to construct G as the disjoint union of several graphs. Some properties are easier to prove on the subgraphs, they then carry over, by monotonicity, to the whole graph.
The first part of this section is devoted to the constraint graph Gc. It is constructed as the disjoint union of the subgraphs G→, G ⊥ , and G αβ . For each of them we prove the relevant properties that also hold, by monotonicity, to G.
Denote by G→ = (V→, E→) the graph depicted in Fig. 5 . The first lemma states that if the pair (s→, f→) is not selected by a ACRPQ ϕ(x, y), then there is a directed path in the graph of ϕ from x to y. Lemma 4.5. Let ϕ(x, y) be a ACRPQ. If (s→, f→) / ∈ qϕ(G→) then ϕ is equivalent to a formula of the form ∃z (ϕ1(x, y) ∧ ψ(x, y)) where ϕ1 = r1(x, z1) ∧ r2(z1, z2) ∧ · · · ∧ rn(zn−1, y).
Proof. We assume that ϕ does not contain conjuncts of the form ε(z, z ′ ) as we can remove these by replacing every occurrence of the variable z ′ by z. Let Gϕ be the graph associated with the query ϕ(x, y). Let S1 be the set of variables reachable from x in Gϕ and let S2 be the set comprising the remaining variables. Then, let h be a mapping that maps all variables in S1 to s→ and all variables in S2 to f→. Assume ϕ is not of the claimed form. But, then y ∈ S2 as y is not reachable from x. Let us show that h is a valid assignment witnessing that (s→, f→) ∈ qϕ(G→), which contradicts our assumption. Indeed, first we have h(x) = s→ and h(y) = f→. Second, for any disjunct r(z1, z2) in ϕ we check that (h(z), h(z ′ )) ∈ qr(G). We consider three cases:
) ∈ qr(G) for any r (as there is a Σ labelled edge from the first node to the second and there are Σ self-loops on both nodes).
Denote by G ⊥ = (V ⊥ , E ⊥ ) the graph depicted in Fig. 6 . The following result states that if an acyclic query ϕ(x, y), whose graph contains a directed path from x to y, does not select (s ⊥ , f ⊥ ) in G ⊥ , then each regular expression, appearing on an edge of that path, is a disjunction of words of length at most 1.
Lemma 4.6. Let ⊥ ∈ Σ and ϕ(x, y) be an ACRPQ query of the form ∃z(ϕ1(x, y) ∧ ψ(x, y)) where ϕ1 = r1(x, z1) ∧ r2(z1, z2) ∧ · · · ∧ rn(zn−1, y) and no ri contains the symbol ⊥.
If (s ⊥ , f ⊥ ) / ∈ qϕ(G ⊥ ), then, for each i ≤ n, ri = αi,1 + · · · + α i,k i , with αi,j ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}.
Proof. Let ϕ(x, y) be as stated in the lemma and assume that (s ⊥ , f ⊥ ) / ∈ qϕ(G ⊥ ). Towards a contradiction suppose that for some ri, there is a word w of length larger than 1 with w ∈ L(ri). We define the following valid assignment h which witnesses that (s ⊥ , f ⊥ ) ∈ qϕ(G ⊥ ). Let Gϕ be the graph associated with the query ϕ, and let G − ϕ be the graph obtained by Gϕ by removing the edge from zi−1 to zi. Since ϕ is acyclic we have the following three disjoint sets over the variables {x, y} ∪z. Let S1 be all the variables on the same connected component of G − ϕ as x, let S2 be all the variables on the same connected component of G − ϕ as y and let S3 be the rest of the variables. Then define h so that all variables of S1 and S3 are mapped to s ⊥ and all variables of S2 are mapped to f ⊥ . Notice that, since no ri contains the symbol ⊥, any word of length larger than 1 is satisfied on the path from s ⊥ to f ⊥ via m ⊥ . Therefore, ri(zi−1, zi) is satisfied. One can easily check that the other conjuncts of ϕ are also satisfied. Indeed, if r(z, z ′ ) is any other conjunct of ϕ then, by construction of h, h(z) = h(z ′ ) = s ⊥ or h(z) = h(z ′ ) = f ⊥ , and (s ⊥ , s ⊥ ), (f ⊥ , f ⊥ ) ∈ qr(G ⊥ ) for any regular expression r. Therefore, h witnesses (s ⊥ , f ⊥ ) ∈ qϕ(G ⊥ ) which leads to the desired contradiction.
Let α, β ∈ Σ, then G αβ = (V αβ , E αβ ) is the graph described in Fig. 7 . The following lemma states that, if an
acyclic query ϕ(x, y) whose graph contains a directed path from x to y does not select (s αβ , f αβ ) in G αβ , then the word αβ does not appear on that path. This property is later used to prevent disjunctions in the regular expressions. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.7. Let ϕ(x, y) be a ACRPQ of the form ∃z (ϕ1(x, y) ∧ ψ(x, y)) where ϕ1 = r1(x, z1) ∧ r2(z1, z2) ∧ · · · ∧ rn(zn−1, y).
Then, (s αβ , f αβ ) ∈ qϕ(G αβ ), if and only if there exist
Consider a formula ϕ of the form depicted in Fig. 8 . That is, (i) ϕ has a directed path from x to y, (ii) each node on the unique path from x to y in ϕ has an outgoing edge labelled ⊥, and (iii) moreover, each edge on that path is labelled with a regular expression formed by a single letter.
We show in the next lemma that the pair (s ⊥ , f ⊥ ) and (s→, f→), are not selected by ϕ in any graph G that contains as disjoint subgraphs the graphs G ⊥ and G→. Moreover (s αβ , f αβ ) is not selected in any graph that contains G αβ as a disjoint subgraph, whenever αβ is not a factor of σ1 . . . σn.
Lemma 4.8. Let ⊥ ∈ Σ and ϕ(x, y) be an ACRPQ of the form (depicted in Fig. 8 ):
where, for each i ≤ n, σi ∈ Σ. Then
and αβ is not a factor of σ1 . . . σn; and,
Proof. We prove the first item, the others are proved similarly. Suppose for contradiction that (s ⊥ , f ⊥ ) ∈ qϕ(G).
Let h be the valid assignment witnessing this. Since h(x) = s ⊥ and h(y) = f ⊥ , and since for each i ≤ n, σi ∈ Σ, it cannot be the case that for some j < n, h(zj) = s ⊥ and h(zj+1) = f ⊥ . Therefore, for some j < n, it is the case that h(zj) = m ⊥ and h(zj+1) = f ⊥ . But ϕ expresses that each of the variables zj has an outgoing edge labelled with ⊥. But this is a contradiction since m ⊥ in G ⊥ has no such outgoing edge, and therefore m ⊥ in G = G ⊥ ∪ G ′ has no outgoing ⊥ edge either because G ⊥ and G ′ are disjoint.
The main proof relies on a transformation that maps a DFA A on the binary alphabet ∆ = {a, b} to a graph G whose edges are labelled with elements of Σ = {a1, a2, b1, b2, s, f, ⊥}, and with two distinguished nodes s and f . This transformation is such that a word w is accepted by A if and only if there is a path from s to f in G labelled with sµ(w)f where µ is the morphism that maps a on a1a2 and b on b1b2. All words labelling a path in G corresponding to accepted words in A belong to L = L(s((a1a2) ∨ (b1b2)) * f ). The purpose of the next lemma is to show that we can enforce some queries to only define words in L.
Every factor of length 2 of a word w in L (two consecutive letters of w) belongs to the following set: factors = {sa1, sb1, sf, a1a2, a2a1, a2b1, a2f, b1b2, b2a1, b2b1, b2f }.
We define G factors to be the graph αβ / ∈factors G αβ , where we assume that V αβ ∩ V α ′ β ′ = ∅ whenever αβ = α ′ β ′ . We will show that, under some hypothesis, a query that does not select (s αβ , f αβ ) (for αβ / ∈ factors) in G factors is equivalent to a query where every regular expression is a single alphabet symbol.
Lemma 4.9. Let ϕ(x, y) be a ACRPQ of the form ∃z (ϕ1(x, y) ∧ ψ(x, y)) where ϕ1 = r1(x, z1) ∧ r2(z1, z2) ∧ · · · ∧ rn(zn−1, y), ri = αi,1 + · · · + α i,k i , with αi,j ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} \ {⊥}, and r1 = s, rn = f . Let
If (s αβ , f αβ ) / ∈ qϕ(G factors ) for all αβ / ∈ factors, then ri ≡ αi and αi ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} \ {⊥} for all i ≤ n.
Proof. We show that each ri is equivalent to αi,1. The argument is based on the following observations. Because (s αβ , f αβ ) / ∈ qϕ(G αβ ) for all αβ / ∈ factors, and equation (1) holds, it follows that (i) s (resp. f ) is the first (resp. last) symbol; (ii) a1 (resp. b1) can only be followed by a2 (resp. b2); (iii) a2 (resp. b2) can only be preceded by a1 (resp. b1); and, (iv) s, a2 and b2 can only be followed by f, a1 or b1.
We consider several cases:
• If αi,1 = a1 then, by observation (ii) above, αi+1,1 = a2. But then, by observation (iii), all other disjuncts αi,j = a1 (they can not be ε either, as shown in the last item below).
• If αi,1 = b1 then, similarly as in the case for a1, each αi,j can only be b1.
• If αi,1 = a2 then, by (iii), αi−1,1 = a1. But then, by (ii), all other disjuncts αi,j can only be a2.
• If αi,1 = b2 then, similarly as in the case for a2, all other disjuncts αi,j can only be b2.
• If αi,1 = s (resp. αi,1 = f ) then it can only be the first (resp. last) symbol (observation (i)), i.e. i = 1 (resp. i = n). And by equation (1) r1 is equivalent to s (resp., rn is equivalent to f ).
• If αi,1 = ε and αi,2 = ε, then α1,1 . . . αi,1 . . . αn,1 or α1,1 . . . αi−1,1αi,2αi+1,1 . . . αn,1 is of the form w1αβw2 with αβ / ∈ factors, which implies that (s αβ , f αβ ) ∈ qϕ(G factors ).
This concludes the proof.
We are now ready for the main result of this section: Theorem 4.10. DEF(ACRPQ) is pspace-hard.
Proof. We reduce the emptiness problem for the intersection of n DFAs to DEF(ACRPQ). Let A1, . . . An be n DFAs over the alphabet ∆ = {a, b}. For each i ≤ n, we define the associated graph Gi = (Vi, Ei), on the alphabet Σ = {s, f, a1, a2, b1, b2, ⊥}, obtained from the graph representation of Ai by
• adding an initial node si connected to the initial node by an edge labelled s;
• adding a final node fi and connecting each final state of Ai to fi by an edge labelled f ;
• for each edge e = (v1, a, v2) (resp. e = (v1, b, v2)), adding a new node v Consider the morphism µ from ∆ * to Σ * defined by µ(a) = a1a2 and µ(b) = b1b2 and let γ be the function from ∆ * to Σ * defined as γ(w) = sµ(w)f . Clearly, Ai accepts the word w if and only if there is a path from si to fi in Gi labelled with γ(w).
Let G = i≤n Gi ⊎ Gc, where Gc = G→ ⊎ G ⊥ ⊎ G factors . Denote the set of vertices and edges of G by V and E, respectively. Furthermore, let S be the set containing all sets S for which
4. (s1, f1) , . . . (sn, fn) ∈ S; and,
Notice that by the last condition, S does not contain any state of a DFA Ai apart from si and fi. It remains to show that there is a set S ∈ S for which (G, S) is ACRPQ-definable if and only if i≤n L(Ai) is not empty.
First assume there exists a word w ∈ i≤n L(Ai) with µ(w) = σ1 . . . σm. Then one can easily check that the query:
satisfies the properties (1) to (5) of sets in S. Indeed, the first three properties follow directly from Lemma 4.8. The fourth property follows as w belongs to the intersection of the Ai's, by construction of Gi. Finally, the last property follows as only the path from (si, fi) in Gi is labelled with a word of the form swf . For the only if direction, assume there exists an acyclic query ϕ(x, y) with qϕ(G) ∈ S. We proceed in several steps to show that there exists a formula of the form
with σi ∈ Σ, such that qϕ(G) ∈ S.
By Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.4, the query is of the form ∃z (ϕ1(x, y) ∧ ψ(x, y) ) where ϕ1 = r1(x, z1) ∧ r2(z1, z2) ∧ · · · ∧ rm(zm, y).
The following observation ( †) is key to the sequel of the proof. Consider the language L valid defined by the regular expression s((a1a2) ∨ (b1b2)) * f . Then, let ϕ ′ be a formula obtained from ϕ by replacing every ri by a r (2), (3) and (5) hold. And (4) holds because all paths from (si, fi) are labelled with words in L valid , and no such words have been removed. Therefore any valid assignment witnessing (si, fi) ∈ qϕ(G) is also a valid assignment witnessing (si, fi) ∈ q ϕ ′ (G).
Next, we show that we can assume that no ri in ϕ contains ⊥. To this end, define
* } as the restriction of ri to ΣΣ \ {⊥}. As L ′ i is regular, there exists an equivalent regular expression r ′ i . Moreover, it is easy to see that
Therefore by ( †), q ϕ ′ (G) ∈ S, where ϕ ′ is obtained by replacing each ri by r ′ i . Therefore, we can assume that ri does not contain ⊥.
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.4, it follows that each ri in ϕ is of the form ri = αi,1 + · · · + α i,k i , with αi,j ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}.
Next, utilizing observation ( †), we show that we can assume that r1 = s in ϕ. We consider three cases (recall that r1 = α1,1 + · · · + α 1,k 1 ):
• α1,j = s for all j ≤ k1: Then αi,j = ε for some j ≤ k1, because otherwise L(r1 · r2 . . . rm) ∩ L valid = ∅ and (si, fi) / ∈ qϕ(G), which contradicts the hypothesis. By taking r ′ 1 = ε and using ( †), we have q ϕ ′ (G) ∈ S. Then ϕ ′′ obtained from ϕ ′ by removing r1 and renaming z1 with x is equivalent to ϕ ′ . And we can reiterate the procedure on ϕ ′′ .
• α1,1 = s and α1,j = ε for all j > 1: clearly if one takes r
rm).
• α1,1 = s and α1,j = ε for some j > 1: if sw ′ ∈ L(r2 . . . rm) for some word w then ssw ∈ L(r1r2 . . . rm), but this is not possible because ss can not be a factor of words in L(r1r2 . . . rm) (by Lemma 4.7, as Gss ∈ G). Otherwise, if sw / ∈ L(r2 . . . rm) for any w ∈ Σ * , then take r
Similarly, we can suppose that rm = f .
We can now apply Lemma 4.9 which shows that ri = αi with αi ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} \ {⊥}. Therefore, there exists a formula of the form
with σi ∈ Σ, such that qϕ(G) ∈ S. Now, as ϕ is acyclic there is only one path from x to y. This path is labelled by a single word w = α1 . . . αm. Therefore, for each i ≤ m, there is a path from si to fi labelled with w, and hence Ai accepts w
To conclude the proof, note that the size of the set S is fixed (it does not depend on the Ai nor on n). Therefore, the reduction goes as follows. Given n DFA we build the graph G (whose size is polynomial in the automata). Then, for each set S ∈ S we check whether S is ACRPQ-definable. If one of them is, then the intersection is not empty, otherwise it is. The latter is known as a truth table reduction.
Finally note that this reduction is also valid for the class of LCRPQs.
General Case
In this section, we shed some light on the complexity of DEF(CRPQ). We present an expspace algorithm for deciding definability for the general class of binary CRPQs. We show that if there exists a query defining the given relation, then there exists one of size at most exponential in the size of the graph. Essentially, the algorithm guesses the query and then verifies that it indeed defines the given set. For proving the bound on the size of the query, we show that (i) the size of the regular expressions appearing in the query, (ii) the number of variables, and (iii) the number of occurrences of each variable, are all bounded by an exponential in the size of the graph.
We say that a CRPQ is in word normal form if every regular expression occurring in it is a disjunction of words.
Lemma 4.11. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, S ⊆ V × V , and let ϕ be a CRPQ. There exists a CRPQ ψ with qϕ(G) = q ψ (G) such that ψ is in word normal form and the size of ψ is at most exponential in the size of G.
Proof. We construct ψ by replacing every regular expression in ϕ by a disjunction of at most |S| words of length exponential in the size of G. Let r(x, y) be a conjunct in ϕ. Denote q L(r) (G) by Sr. Then (G, Sr) is REG-definable and, by Proposition 3.1, (G, Sr) is F -definable. By Lemma 3.2, it follows that for every (u, v) ∈ Sr,
LG(u, v) ⊆ (x,y) ∈Sr
LG(x, y).
So, for each (u, v) ∈ Sr, there is a word w (u,v) with
LG(x, y) can be represented by an NFA of size linear in the sum of the sizes of the languages LG(x, y) (see Lemma 3.2) , the witness of non-inclusion can be chosen with a length bounded by an exponential in the size of G.
The next lemma shows that exponentially many variables are enough to define a given set if this set is CRPQ-definable.
Lemma 4.12. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, S ⊆ V × V , and ϕ a CRPQ with qϕ(G) = S. Then, there is a CRPQ ψ with q ψ (G) = S that has at most |V | |S| variables.
Proof. Assume ϕ is a CRPQ defining S with the smallest number of variables. Towards a contradiction, assume that number is larger than |V | ℓ , for ℓ = |S|. Let {x, y} ∪ Y be the variables occurring in ϕ(x, y). As qϕ(G) = S, for each pair (s1, s2) ∈ S there is a valid assignment hs 1 ,s 2 from {x, y} ∪ Y to V that maps x on s1 and y on s2. Then, there are two variables z1, z2 ∈ Y , such that hs 1 ,s 2 (z1) = hs 1 ,s 2 (z2) for all (s1, s2) ∈ S. Indeed, let S = {p1, . . . , p ℓ } and consider the mapping v(z) = (hp 1 (z) , . . . , hp ℓ (z)) ∈ V ℓ . Since there are |V | ℓ elements in V ℓ and more than |V | ℓ variables in ϕ, there exist z1, z2 ∈ Y with v(z1) = v(z2). That is, hs 1 ,s 2 (z1) = hs 1 ,s 2 (z2) for all (s1, s2) ∈ S. Theorem 4.13. DEF(CRPQ) is in expspace.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V, E) and S ⊆ V × V , we argue that if there exists a CRPQ ϕ with qϕ(G) = S, then there exists one of size at most exponential in the size of G. The algorithm then reduces to guessing such a CRPQ ϕ of at most exponential size and verifying that it defines S on G. The verification step is achieved by testing for every pair (u, v) ∈ S that (u, v) ∈ qϕ(G) and for every pair (u, v) ∈ S that (u, v) ∈ qϕ(G). The latter is done by cycling through all variable assignments (which are of size exponential in G) and using Theorem 2.2.
By Lemma 4.11, the regular expressions in any CRPQ are equivalent to one of size at most exponential in the size of G. By Lemma 4.12, the number of variables is at most exponential in the size of G. We next argue that the number of occurrences of each variable is also at most exponential in the size of G. We say that two conjuncts r(z1, z2) and
As q L(r) (G) is a subset of S × S, there are at most 2 |S×S| non G-equivalent regular expressions. Therefore two variables, z1 and z2, occur in no more than 2 |S×S| non-equivalent conjuncts of the form r(z1, z2).
Union of CRPQs
In this section, we consider unions of conjunctive regular path queries. We say that a pair of nodes (v1, v2) is CRPQdistinguishable from a pair (v
We first show that the complexity of checking whether a single pair of nodes is distinguishable in CRPQ from another pair of nodes, is in conp. Then to decide whether a relation is definable using a union of CRPQs, amounts to checking if each of the pairs in the relation is definable by some query, and then constructing the union of all those queries. This is in contrast to what has been observed above for the CRPQdefinability problem, as the queries that can distinguish each individual pair in the set of pairs given as input, cannot necessarily be combined into a single CRPQ.
A formula ψ(x) is a union of CRPQs (UCRPQs) if it is of the following form:
where each ϕi is a CRPQ. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, a tuple of nodes (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V n satisfies the query
. The following lemma essentially shows that homomorphisms preserve paths.
Lemma 4.14. Let G = (VG, EG) and H = (VH , EH ) be two graphs and let h be a homomorphism from G to H. Then LG(v1, v2) ⊆ LH (h(v1), h(v2)), for any two nodes v1, v2 ∈ VG.
Next, we observe that two pairs of nodes can not be distinguished by a CRPQ iff there is an endomorphism mapping one pair to the other. 
The following lemma will be used in Theorem 4.17.
Lemma 4.16. Given a graph G = (V, E) and two pairs of
As a consequence of the previous lemmas we show (proof omitted) that UCRPQ-definability is conp-complete. 
CQ-DEFINABILITY
In this section, we discuss CQ-definability where CQ stands for the class of traditional conjunctive queries [1] . To this end, a graph G is represented in the usual way over the vocabulary (Eσ)σ∈Σ consisting of binary relations Eσ where
Of course, CQ-definability implies CRPQ-definability. We next, show that the converse does not hold. To this end, consider the graph G1
Then, qϕ(G1) = S1. It should be obvious that there is no CQ defining S1. The latter can also be formally proved employing the semantical characterization of CQ-definability in terms of closure under polymorhpisms (see, e.g., [31, 22] ). Specifically, and rephrased in our formalism, it is shown that a relation S is not CQ-definable over a graph G iff there exists a polymorphism of G = (V, (Eσ)σ∈Σ) of arity at most n which does not preserve S and where n = |S|. To explain the latter statement we need to introduce some terminology. Let s = (s1, . . . , s k ) be a k-tuple of elements over
denotes the ith component of tuple s. Then, a function h : V n → V preserves a k-ary relation R at s if proj(s) ⊆ R implies that (h(s1), . . . , h(s k )) ∈ R. Furthermore, h preserves R if h preserves R at every k-tuple in (V n ) k . We then say that h is a polymorphism of G (of arity n) if h preserves every Eσ.
We are now ready to prove that (G, S1) is not CQ-definable. Define h : V 2 → V as follows: h(i, i) = i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, h(1, 3) = 2 and h(2, 4) = 3. The remainder of h can be chosen arbitrarily. Observe that h does not preserve S1. Indeed, take s = ((1, 3), (2, 4) ). Then proj(s) = S1 but (h (1, 3) , h(2, 4)) = (2, 3) ∈ S1. Furthermore, h does preserve Ea and E b . Indeed, the only sequence s for which proj(s) ⊆ Ea is s = ((1, 1) , (2, 2) ) and (h(1, 1), h(2, 2)) = (1, 2) ∈ S1. A similar reasoning applies for E b . It then follows that (G, S1) is not CQ-definable
As mentioned in the introduction, CQ-definability is shown to be complete for conexptime. The above shows that neither the upper bound nor the lower bound can be directly carried over to determine the complexity of CRPQdefinability.
Denote by UCQ the class of unions of conjunctive queries. We argue that UCQ-definability coincides with UCRPQdefinability. It suffices to show that on a given graph G, every CRPQ ϕ can be rewritten into an equivalent UCQ ψ, that is, qϕ(G) = q ψ (G). Thereto, let ϕ = ∃z(r1(z1, z Obviously, every conjunct w(z, z ′ ) can be replaced by the CQ ∃xEσ 1 (z, x1) ∧ . . . ∧ Eσ n (xn−1, z ′ ) for w = σ1 · · · σn. It now follows that qϕ(G) = q ψ (G).
Therefore, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 5.1. DEF(UCQ) is conp-complete.
RELATED WORK
As already mentioned in the Introduction, the present paper is similar in spirit to the work on language completeness of Banchilhon [2] and Paredaens [27] but then from a complexity point of view. Geerts and Poggi [18] study BPcompleteness in the context of K-relations, an extension of the relational model where tuples are assigned a unique value in a semiring [19] . CQ-definability has been studied in the context of constraint languages under a variety of names including the expressibility problem [31] , PP-definability problem [29] , and existential inverse satisfiability problem [12, 11] . CQ-definability is an instance of the structure identification problem [13] which asks whether a given relation can be "represented" by a formula in some logical formalism and has been shown to be conexptime-complete by Willard [31] . See also the note of Ten Cate and Dalmau [30] for a relationship with the product homomorphism problem which implies that CQ-definability is already conexptime-hard for unary queries over a fixed schema consisting of a single binary relation. Moreover, definability can be semantically characterized in terms of closure under polymorphisms [31, 22] . It would be interesting to come up with such language independent characterizations for CRPQ as well.
There has been a renewed interest in studying navigational query languages over graphs (see, e.g., [15, 21] ). Losemann and Martens [25] study the semantics of property paths as defined in SPARQL [20] . Property paths are fundamental to SPARQL and are of the form x · r · y where x and y are variables (to be interpreted by nodes), and r is a regular expression. Specifically, they study the complexity of deciding whether there exists a path from x to y matching r and the complexity of counting the number of paths from x to y matching r. In particular, they observe that in general adopting a simple walk semantics, where paths can not revisit nodes, increases the complexity. Evaluation of regular expressions over graphs under the simple path semantics has been studied before by Mendelzon and Wood [26] . Initially, conjunctive regular path queries have been studied mainly from the angle of query containment [9, 17, 14] . More recently, the conjunctive regular paths queries received renewed attention especially w.r.t. the complexity of query answering and expressiveness [5, 24, 4, 3] .
CONCLUSIONS
We conclude by a discussion of some directions for future work. One immediate direction is the search for tractable cases. A recipe for tractability, of course, is to consider classes of languages/queries for which there are at most polynomially many elements which could distinguish any (G, S). Indeed, then one could simply enumerate all members and test if they define S. Examples are, for instance, SOREs when Σ is considered fixed. Another possibility for future work is to find matching bounds in the case of CRPQs and to try to find semantical characterizations for CRPQdefinability.
